
An LSEG Business

With headquarters in London, UK, eflow provides financial services companies  
with award-winning regulatory compliance technology. eflow’s flagship solution,  
TZ, supports transaction reporting, trade surveillance, best execution monitoring 
and reporting, transaction cost analysis and other related use cases. 

Rethinking our market data strategy
Today, many fintech and regtech companies have data demands that are similar to those of financial services 
companies. For example, eflow’s TZ solution requires tick history data from exchanges and OTC venues for all 
of the instrument types covered in the EU’s Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II (MiFID II), as well as the 
reference data connected to those trades. The solution then analyses this data to monitor for market abuse, 
such as market manipulation or insider trading. It also uses the data to meet trade reporting requirements under 
MiFID II and other regulations, such as the European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR). In addition, the 
data is used to fulfil best execution requirements under MiFID II, which requires financial firms to achieve the 
best possible result when trading for clients. 

Previously, eflow received several terabytes of data from across the global markets at the end of each day 
as an upload to their cloud environment. They then had to harvest the data they required – storing the entire 
upload while access was needed – and then eventually dump the unwanted data at a later point. This process 
demanded extra computing power, software and human intervention. This approach was very clunky, and the 
need for human intervention in the processes created the opportunity for operational risk.
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They recognised that this was unsustainable, and so they planned to look around for a relationship with a 
new data provider at the end of 2020. They wanted to work with a company that would deliver a much wider 
range of data, in a more user-friendly fashion. Also, eflow wanted to improve their solutions, manage their 
total cost of ownership, and reduce the operational risk they faced.

Changing data provider in six weeks
Then, as a result of a sudden shift in direction from their previous data provider, they were faced with the 
need to do a fairly rapid selection process – they had just six weeks to make a switch to a new data service. 
Although at the time this task seemed very challenging, it turned out to be fortuitous for eflow, as it has 
enabled them to move much more quickly than they had planned. 

They started conversations with a range of data providers in the marketplace. In the course of that review, 
they began a conversation about their data needs with Refinitiv, and discovered just how deep the historical 
tick data service is. Refinitiv Tick History is a historical archive of real-time pricing data, covering OTC and 
exchange-traded instruments, from more than 500 trading venues and third-party contributors. It’s built on the 
Refinitiv universe of more than 70 million active and retired securities, with data coverage dating back to 1996, 
and it contains more than 6PB of historical data. This data is cleaned and normalised, which means it is ready 
for immediate use. 

They combined this with DataScope Select, which gives them the reference data that they need. DataScope 
Select provides on-demand delivery from a universe of over 80 million active and retired securities. This data 
is already normalised with the Tick History data, and the delivery options give eflow control over how much 
data they use. 

They were excited by how well the Refinitiv services matched their market data strategy goals. Also, Refinitiv 
was aware of the challenging six-week timeframe to switch, and the complexity of the move – there were a 
lot of moving parts – and made it work. They were impressed by how many specialists were made available, 
to help over what was a tight timeframe. Refinitiv ensured the switch happened when eflow needed it to, and 
that made a significant difference to them. 

Moving forward with a fresh approach
Since implementing the Refinitiv data in November 2020, eflow has become a lot more agile. Having the 
tick history and reference data cleaned and normalised up front makes it much easier for them to analyse 
the data, create reports for the regulators, and do investigations into potential market abuse when that is 
required. 

They are able to query an instrument using an identifier within the data, instead of having to work with 
downloaded CSV files that then needed to be cleaned and managed. They are able to use a GUI or an API to 
slice and dice the data any way they want, while simultaneously reducing the need for additional resources 
and speeding up their data management workflow. They can integrate new regions or data sets much more 
quickly than before, and are also able to onboard new customers faster. These Refinitiv data services have 
allowed eflow to be who they are, rather than have to adapt to someone else’s processes.
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Refinitiv, an LSEG (London Stock Exchange Group) business, is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure. With $6.25 billion in 
revenue, over 40,000 customers and 400,000 end users across 190 countries, Refinitiv is powering participants across the global financial marketplace. We provide 
information, insights and technology that enable customers to execute critical investing, trading and risk decisions with confidence. By combining a unique open platform 
with best-in-class data and expertise, we connect people to choice and opportunity – driving performance, innovation and growth for our customers and partners.
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There are other benefits to working with Refinitiv, too. eflow realises that regulators around the globe, 
including the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), are looking more closely at how both financial services 
firms and their third parties support data and computing done in the cloud. Although regulators have been 
looking at cloud service provision for a while, today they are applying increased focus under incoming 
operational resilience rules and third-party risk management frameworks. eflow is pleased to be working with 
a company known for its data quality, robust delivery processes, and operational resilience. 

Building ambitions on a strong data strategy
Looking across the regulatory landscape today, it’s clear that the role of data-focused financial services 
supervision is only going to increase. So, firms are going to have to put data at the centre of their compliance 
programmes, too. As a result of this trend, eflow is anticipating significant customer growth over the next few 
years, globally. 

Refinitiv data is helping them to achieve their ambitions. Refinitiv’s high quality data, delivery options and 
operational resilience are enabling eflow to expand geographically and plan their own product improvements. 

http://refinitiv.com
https://twitter.com/refinitiv
https://www.linkedin.com/company/refinitiv

